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During the earlier years after Jan BUYS settled in
SA his work displayed distinctly romantic tendencies:
he painted in rich, jewel-like colours and his themes
held mystic or fantastic overtones, which sometimes
recalled the paintings of Chagall, and often the earlier
country scenesof the Alsatian painter, Charles Walch.
When he turned his attention to the more arid landscapesof the Transvaal and, particularly during 196365, when he worked against the desert background of
SWA, Buys began to change.
It is difficult to determine whether it is the environment itself or whether it is Adolph Jentsch's* interpretation of that environment which accounts for
the resemblance of so much contemporary SWA landscape painting to the elder artist's style, but Buys was
one of the many whose approach acquired affinities
with Jentsch's oil paintings. His modified palette,
howwer, remained personal.and distinctive. Forsaking
the saturated hues of former work, he chose to convey
the hot, dry vistas of SA and SWA by concentrating
on the ochre range. Although the nature of his composition alternated between convoluted contours, used
in depicting mountainous regions, and horizontal
zones, required by the expansive plains - Landscape, Transaaal* - the modulated golds and tans and
the accenting browns urre characteristic features of
most Buys canvasesof the later years of his career in
southern Africa.
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